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About This Game

You are a mine worker, stuck deep in an underground cave system. All you have are your hi-tech mining tools. In order to get
out of the caves, you will have to shape the dynamic environment to your advantage. You can also create force fields for

different purposes. Roast enemies with the laser field or jump higher with the bouncy field, for example.

The game contains many puzzles, deadly traps, and bloodthirsty monsters. You will have to use clever and unconventional ways
to get past them.

By finding treasure you can boost your abilities, making your quest for freedom and a well-earned vacation slightly easier to
achieve. Get a scanner to see through walls or a scifi version of the good old ninja rope to be the king of the rock jungle!

And of course there's a story! Something weird is going on in the mines. Your employer isn't what it looks like, you are hearing
strange voices, and there's some maniac running around in the mines and sabotaging things. What's your role in all of it? Find

out!

There's also multi-player! Whereas the single-player mode is more about adventuring and solving puzzling problems, the multi-
player mode is all about fast-paced action and destruction! The dynamic environment and many different weapons, tools, and

tricks allow endless tactical possibilities to beat your enemies.
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I hope the developer knew i only bought this because badgers are in it. I like old school isometric RPGs but I really don't like
this one. I've tried to like it but its just directionless, feels half finished, buggy (especially the pathfinding) and doesnt seem to
have any enjoyment factor to it, regret buying.. Broken images tags, and default image sizes. Extreamly poor image quality on
most images. Appears to be a rushed and unprofessionally built module.. Warning there are NO golden touches in this game and
only mild nudity. Excellent game, sadly suffers with poor ai. However it is fun no the less.. it is so realistic
. Very immersive, it blends simulation and arcade in a tasty mix, making it one of the best flying combat sims out there, a game
that seems just as fresh as it was when I first played it as a demo in 1998. Heat seeking Sidewinders, Radar-seeking Amraams,
bombs, and other air to ground rockets, the game offers you a large arsenal to complete a variety of missions that have a gradual
incline in difficulty. The AI makes the game pretty challenging, often forcing you to make tactical decisions rather than locking
your enemies and firing away. Since you have a small plane with limited rockets, you need to decide if you're going to use the
long range rockets on those helos or try to take them out with the gun after you splash those menacing su-27's. Bombing
missions are pretty hairy as well, as you have better accuracy at hitting the targets while flying low under flak rather than
dropping them from the stratosphere. Dodging enemy missiles is always a difficult thing to do, for me, that's when the butt-
clenching begins. Radar missiles can be dodged if you lower the plane beneath 100 meters, but heat seeking missiles are another
business... Usually either you find a hill to hide behind, making the rocket to lose your track, either try to maneuver in a long arc
to miss you. This is just a taste of the thrill that this game can give you.
. It is an excellent presentation. The program requires Chessbase reader available at chessbase.com under support.
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Fun game, looks alright and has some glitches here and there, but it is an alpha so it's not a big deal. The 21:9 ratio is broken
though with icons overlapping each other in deck assembly. I suggest you lower your volume when you see a titan destroy a
building because the sound of that building exploding is louder than a exploding planet after an exterminauts.. Do yourself a
favour and buy an Xbox controller to play this game!. Expanded hidden objects game for free. Fun game, and the nightmare
levels are very challenging. Havent passed all the bonus levels, only two left. I enjoyed it a lot. I`ll recommend it.. Such an
amazing game 10\/10 so entertaining fun to play solo and\/or with friends! would buy again!. Win7 64bit start problem solution:

Start menu > Control Panel > Hardware and Sound > Sound > Double-click on primary playback device > Advanced tab > Set
format to 24-bit 44.1khz or 48khz. With a little more effort, this could have been really good. The graphics are nice and give an
good gameboy-like feeling, the music is great and retro, and the controls are good which is essential for jump and runs.
Unfortunately in its current state the game feels-have baked:
- There are no powerups - nothing. No hearts, no extra power, no other weapon mode, nada. And this just doesn't motivate,
especially if you are given the choice to take a more complicated way sometimes, which is just without any benefit, except some
acorns (=coins).
- The game doesn't remeber the controls once you changed them - very annoying.
- And what the heck is the point of playing if you just get a level selector in the beginning of the game?
Fix this tiny list and you have a solid jump and run.

. Recomendado. Excelente.
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